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Case Study: Steep Embankment Protection, Donside, Aberdeen
Products: Geoweb® Slope Protection, Atra® Tendons, Atra® Keys & Anchors

Albion Drilling Group Ltd were employed by main contractor Safedem to stabilise and encapsulate an existing embankment
which runs alongside the River Don. Albion were then tasked with stabilising the embankment by means of Soil Nailing and
this was followed by the installation of a 600mm thick encapsulation layer consisting of both Class 6G Stone and Top Soil.
The encapsulation layers were held together through the use of rock fall netting with Geoweb used as a soil retention
system. Greenfix were provided with the original site drawings and offered a solution that reduced the original two layers
of a shallower cellular confinement system to one layer of 300mm deep Geoweb secured by the unique ATRA Tendons and
Tendon Clips.
ATRA Tendon Clips are load transfer devices that transfer slope gravity forces from the Geoweb cell wall to the tendon. They
then connect and lock securely through the Geoweb cell wall I slots allowing for preassembly at the top of slope. This
arrangement also minimised worker time on the steep slope reducing the risk of accidents. Greenfix proposed a suitable
pinning pattern for the Geoweb to supplement the ATRA tendons, and worked with Albion Drilling to ensure that the work
proceeded smoothly. The total amount of Geoweb used on site was 4000m2. Once all site works were complete in March
2015 and by summer a stable green slope was established.
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The specification presented above is to the best of our knowledge, true and accurate. Greenfix Soil Stabilisation and Erosion Control Limited (GSSEC) reserve the right to change any specification
without prior notice. GSSEC cannot guarantee or offer warranty on products, unless agreed to in writing for specific conditions or for performance as the manner of handling, use and installation are
beyond our control. We will not be liable for damages or losses, direct or indirect, of our GSSEC Range of Products due to the above reasons. All comparative data was correct at time of print. E&OE.

